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Preface

Glossary
Term

Description

Agent

Refers to Cloud BOT Agent application.

Cloud BOT console

Refers to the Console page of Cloud BOT (https://console.c-bot.pro/).

BOT

Refers to Automatically-operated robot that is created at Cloud BOT.

BOT Editor screen

Refers to the screen of Cloud BOT for creating/editing a BOT.

Virtual browser

Refers to a virtual browser used by robots created with Cloud BOT to perform automatic
operations.
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1. “Cloud BOT Agent” Overview

"Cloud BOT Agent" ("Agent") is an application for connecting a
Cloud BOT to a local network.
By installing Agent on your PC or server, you can operate the web
screens of in-house servers and peripheral devices that can be
accessed by Agent from Cloud BOT.

Fig. 1 Cloud BOT Agent Communication
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2. Agent Installation and Initial Settings

2-1. Agent Installation (1/2)

(1) Access the Cloud BOT official site.
https://www.c-bot.pro/en/agent/install
(2) Download application for your PC.
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2. Agent Installation and Initial Settings

2-1. Agent Installation (2/2)

(3) Install the application following instructions on the Installer.
Screen for Mac

Screen for Windows
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2. Agent Installation and Initial Settings

2-2. Initial Settings

(1) Start Agent.
Run “Cloud BOT Agent.exe” for Windows / “Cloud BOT Agent.app” for Mac.
(2) When a setting screen is displayed, configure settings following the instructions.

1. Select the language which is used.

2. Set your password.
* It is used when logging in to Agent.
*This password cannot be displayed
hereafter. Please keep it secure.

3. Settings are completed. You can log in
to Agent with the password you have set.
* If you forgot the password, refer to
“7.When Agent’s Password is Missing”.
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3. Agent Registration to Cloud BOT account

3-1. Agent Settings

Set the Agent name and the number of browsers that can be started at the same time.
Agent Name: Name which is used by Cloud BOT when it identifies an
Agent.
Max number of parallel launch browsers: Specify the number of browsers
that can be started at the same time by Agent. Specify this number
depending on your PC’s performance.

1. Start Agent and log in.

2. Select the Agent name and the number
of browsers that can be started at the
same time, then click the [Connect]
button.
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3. Agent Registration to Cloud BOT account

3-2. Request from Agent to Cloud BOT

Request the registration to Cloud BOT.

1.In the [Registration request to your
account] form, enter the email address
that is used at your Cloud BOT account
and click the [Request] button.

* If you have not registered to Cloud BOT yet, register from here:
https://console.c-bot.pro/register/
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3. Agent Registration to Cloud BOT account

3-3. Agent Registration to Cloud BOT account

Log in to the Cloud BOT console (https://console.c-bot.pro), accept the request as follows.

1. From dashboard, make sure that a
request notification is received, then
click the message.

2. Click [Accept] from the list of
requests.

3. Make sure the dialog contents, then
click the [Accept] button.
* By checking [Assign to virtual browser
at the same time as registration] here,
you can perform the steps of "4-1.Agent
Registration to the Virtual Browser" at
the same time.
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4. Virtual Browser Settings

4-1. Agent Registration to the Virtual Browser (1/2)

Log in to the Cloud BOT console (https://console.c-bot.pro), and add a virtual browser as follows.

1. Click the [+Register virtual browser]
button.

2. Enter [Virtual browser name], then click
the [+Add agent] button.

3. Check the Agent to be registered to the
virtual browser, then click the [Add]
button.
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4. Virtual Browser Settings

4-1. Agent Registration to the Virtual Browser (2/2)

4. Click the [Register] button to register
a new virtual browser.
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5. Switch of the Virtual Browser Used

5-1. Change the Default Virtual Browser To Be Used When Running a BOT

Change the default virtual browser to be used when running a BOT.

1. Select the default of the virtual browser.

2. Click the [OK] button.

3. The default virtual browser to be used
when running a BOT is changed.
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5. Switch of the Virtual Browser Used

5-2. Specify the Virtual Browser To Be Used When Running a BOT Separately

From the BOT Editor screen, Specify the virtual browser to be used when running a BOT.

1. From the BOT Editor screen, open the settings and go to the
[Browser] tab. From “Virtual browser”, select the virtual
browser to be used.
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6. Proxy Settings

When using proxy when connecting Internet from in-house as shown in Fig. 2
the proxy settings on Agent.

1

, set

Setting the Proxy Used by Agent

Log in to Agent and set the proxy settings.

Fig. 2.In-house Proxy Usage Example 1

1. Log in to Agent and click [Settings] on
the side menu.

2. Turn [ON] the Proxy settings. Enter
setting values and click [Update].
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6. Proxy Settings

When a proxy is used for the browser to access the Web service as shown in Fig. 3 2
or when you use a proxy to connect to a specific area within the company as shown
in Fig. 3 3 , you can set the proxy to be used by the virtual browser.
Setting the Proxy To Be Used by Virtual browser

Log in to the Cloud BOT console (https://console.c-bot.pro), set a proxy used by the
virtual browser as follows.

Fig. 3. In-house Proxy Usage Example 2

1. From the details of the virtual
browser for which you set the proxy
settings, click [Edit].

2. Check [Configure proxy]. Enter
settings and click [Save].
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7. About Agent’s Connection Expiration

Agent can be used with the free plan, but 30 days passed from when you connect to Cloud BOT first time, the connection with the cloud BOT will be
disconnected and you will not be able to reconnect.
By subscribing to a paid plan, you can use the agent indefinitely.
You can also continue to use the free plan by applying for time extension.
How to Apply for Time
Extension

1. From the Agent details screen of the
Cloud BOT console, click the [Extend
connection time limit] button.

2. In the dialog displayed, click the [OK]
button to send an email to the contract
owner.

3. The time will be extended by the owner
accessing the URL in the email and
clicking the [Approve] button.
You can reconnect by clicking the
[Connect] button from Agent.
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8. When Agent’s Password is Missing

If you forget the Agent login password, you will need to remove the configuration file and restart the agent as follows.
For Mac

For Windows

1. Go to the user’s folder.
(Macintosh HD > user > “user name” > .cbot-agent > data)

1. Go to the user’s folder.
(C drive > Users > “user name” > .cbot-agent > data)

* If ".cbot-agent" is not displayed:
You can display hidden files by pressing Cmd + Shift +. on the keyboard
simultaneously.

* If ".cbot-agent" is not displayed:
You can display hidden files by selecting View from the Explorer menu
and checking [Hidden].

2. Delete “credentials” file
3. Restart Agent
4. Resetting your password

2. Delete “credentials” file
3. Restart Agent
4. Resetting your password
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9. Uninstallation

Describes how to uninstall the agent when it is no longer needed. If you want to delete all the setting files, follow the steps in "How to Delete a Setting
Folder".
For Mac

For Windows

How to Uninstall Agent

How to Uninstall Agent

1. Go to the application folder

1. Settings > App > App and Features

2. Delete “Cloud BOT Agent.app” file

2. Uninstall “Cloud BOT Agent”

How to Delete a Setting Folder

1. Go to the user’s folder
(Macintosh HD > user > “user name”)

2. Delete “.cbot-agent” folder
* If ".cbot-agent" is not displayed:
You can display hidden files by pressing Cmd + Shift +. on the keyboard
simultaneously.

How to Delete a Setting Folder

1. Go to the user’s folder
(C drive > users > “user name”)
2. Delete “.cbot-agent” folder
* If ".cbot-agent" is not displayed:
You can display hidden files by selecting View from the Explorer menu
and checking [Hidden].
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10.Clustering

Clustering Overview

With Cloud BOT, you can assign multiple agents to one virtual browser. When several BOTs are executed in parallel, distributed
execution is performed so that the load is not concentrated on one agent, or a running agent is assigned when some agents are
stopped at the time of execution.
Virtual browser

Paused

Agent A

Agent B

Agent C

Distributed
execution

* The agent can be set the number of browsers that can be executed simultaneously according to the terminal performance. Cloud BOT
performs optimal load distribution based on the current browser execution status and the number of browsers that can be executed
simultaneously.
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11. Frequently Asked Questions

Q. A connection error occurs on Agent. I use proxy to connect to the internet from within the company.

A. You can set the proxy on Agent. For details, refer to “Setting the Proxy Used by Agent”.

Q. A proxy server is installed inside the company, and the Web service cannot be accessed from the BOT Editor.

A. If you are using a proxy to access the web service, you can configure the proxy settings in your virtual browser. For details, refer to
“Setting the Proxy Used by Virtual Browser”.

Q. Does the PC on which the agent is installed need to be turned on?

A. When performing automatic operation using the virtual browser on the terminal side, it is necessary to turn on the power of the
terminal on which Agent is installed.
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